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Using quality materials that set  
the cabin apart

The seats are ergonomically designed to conform to  
the shape of each body, thereby mitigating feelings of 
fatigue on long trips. They are covered in incredibly soft 
and relaxing Nappa leather that has been elegantly 
quilted. The interior ambience is further enhanced by  
the illuminated front door scuff, and lamps built into  
the instrument panel and door trim to create a subtle 
ambient light at night.

The interior package is available in four color schemes:
- Brown
- Black
- Black with beige headlining
- Ivory

SUMPTUOUSLY  R E F I N E D  Y ET  COZY

Black seats

Black seats with beige headlining

Ivory seatsBrown seats
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Keeping both noise and energy outside the cabin

The Rexton’s body is mounted on the new-concept ‘Quad Frame,’ 
which blocks most of the noise from the road surface and engine. 
The frame has been engineered specifically to minimse  
the possibility of injury to vehicular occupants in a collision.  
The body has been reinforced as well with stronger materials 
and expanded section sizes. In addition, the Rexton now has eight 
body mounts, the most in its class, improving ride quality and 
steering stability.

SOL I D  AND  D E P ENDAB L E  

High-density, high-tensile-strength steel plate makes up 
81.7% of all the steel plate used in the Rexton’s body,  
providing superb rigidity and protection against deformation  
in a collision. As such, the safe space within the cabin  
has been maximised.

The frame members feature a quadruple-layered structure that 
exceeds the global standard for lateral collision safety.

The ‘crash zone’ refers to that part of frame that conveys the most 
shock from a frontal collision to the inside of the cabin. This ‘box’ is 
designed to absorb that force, thereby protecting the people inside. 

APPLYING THE MOST ADVANCED 
AUTOMOTIVE HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

CRASH ZONE BOX

QUAD FRAME
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MORE  P R OT ECT I ON  T HAN  EV E R

Improving the safety of all occupants

The Rexton comes equipped with nine airbags, including a driver knee-airbag and second-row side airbags.  
The steering wheel and steering column are specially designed to absorb the force of a collision,  
minimising the effect on the driver’s chest area.

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) & Anti-Rollover Protection (ARP) & Brake Assist System (BAS)

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS) Hill Descent Control (HDC) Hill Start Assist (HSA)

9 A I R BAGS

1 Driver’s airbag
2 Driver’s knee protection airbag
3 Passenger’s airbag
4, 5 Driver’s & passenger’s side airbags
6, 7 Rear seat side airbags 
8, 9 Curtain airbags
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Building a proud legacy

The Rexton is a better choice, everywhere you look.  
The frame body is unrivalled in strength and the interior is  
luxurious and roomy. Towing capacity is great, while the many driving  
assist systems and suspension system are designed to ensure  
the safest and smoothest ride possible. And the list just keeps going.  
The SUV you would be truly proud to own. 

A  STANDOUT  SUV 








